
The story of 'Soon'

Sitting on Challenger one Saturday afternoon, ready for our usual Fleet Starts, I was 
delighted to see 'Soon' (skippered by Michael Thorpe) sail out to join the Div 2 Fleet. I 
had heard the story of ‘Soon’ many times from our dear friend Eric Sabin and to know 
that she had come back to RPYC was great news. I first met Eric (a retired City of 
Perth Town Planner) in 1987 when he joined a small Flute class I was running for 
some adult beginners. Our group quickly established a warm rapport and, although 
the flute playing is long gone, we still meet regularly to catch up on family news and 
enjoy time together. One of my fellow Starters commented on the new boat. 
“Soon,....what a strange name for a boat” she said. 'Well, I can tell you why she was 
named that” I replied with glee!! So I did and was then encouraged to share the story 
with others.

Eric began his association with RPYC in 1965 when the first Soon was launched and 
sailed on the Swan River.  This is his story.

Eric Sabin, born and raised in England, was accepted as a Merchant Navy Officer 
Cadet in September 1939, coincidental with the start of World War 2, and joined his
first ship a few days after his 17th birthday in January 1940. For a year he served in
this and other ships in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans before he joined Logician as 
the senior of her two cadets. 

In May 1941 Logician and three others, all loaded with troops and armaments, 
formed the last convoy to be sent to Suda Bay, on the north coast of Crete, a few
days before the German airborne invasion of the island. At that time Crete was 
under constant air attack and a few days after her arrival Logician was totally 
disabled and eventually sunk. 

Ashore, Eric was given a rifle by the army and, as a member of a patrol in the hills 
to the west of Suda when the German airborne invasion commenced, became 
involved in the battle for the island. He was later awarded a Mention in Despatches.
Towards the end of their first 24 hour patrol they came under heavy attack from the 
air, followed by the landing of the enemy parachute troops.  Eleven days later, after 
the retreat across the mountains, he reached an evacuation beach in the early 
hours of June 1st to see the last boat leave. He was told that the island was to be 
capitulated, ordered to destroy his weapon and became a Prisoner of War. Some 
months later, after transport to Germany and interrogation, he was imprisoned in 
the Naval prison camp near Bremen, where he remained interred for 4 years. 

In 1944 the Royal Ocean Racing Club organised, through the Red Cross, a 
competition for prisoners of war for the design of an Ocean Racing Yacht to comply 
with the new RORC rating rule which had come into force shortly before the war. 
Eric decided to enter and, with improvised drawing equipment, prepared a design 



for a 48 foot Bermudan Yawl. This was examined and stamped by the Gestapo 
censors and eventually reached the RORC.

By then the end of the war was in sight and the attitude of the camp guards had 
improved. Eric decided to build a one inch to one foot scale model of his design to 
take home. With bow saws made from bits of gramophone spring, he cut up bits of 
camp furniture and used other improvised tools to start work on his model. A 
wreckage of an aircraft provided scraps of aluminium, a tuning peg from a broken 
guitar became a gear for the wheel steering.  He fabricated rivets from 2mm 
aluminium core from camp power lines to fasten hull planks to the frames. With 
more scrounged materials, such as an old cotton sheet from a farm washing line for
sails, fragments of tin foil and string, the model started to take shape.

 As part of the scrounging process, a camp guard was bribed with a little real coffee
from Red Cross parcels to bring paint and other bits and pieces. He gained the 
mistaken impression that the model would become a present for his son and he 
would frequently ask, ‘Unt ven vill ze bowt be finish?’- to which Eric would reply, 
‘Soon... soon’. Eventually the guard would anticipate this response and shout,’ Agh,
I know, Zoon!’- hence the name given to the model and to each of Eric’s 
subsequent cruising yachts. The construction of the model took over five months of 
meticulous work and was launched in the camp fire pond in January 1945.

Eric was repatriated in May that year and thought he had to leave the model behind
as there was a strict limit of one bag per person for the flight. It was sewn in a 
blanket, with a rope shoulder sling and a label to where it should be sent to if found.
The Camp Captain, however, called Eric to his office to be told that he would be 
allowed to take the model home. He returned to sea duty as a watch-keeping 
officer until his release in October 1946 on completion of war service.

Between then and 1963 Eric, with his lovely wife Barbara, raced dinghies in 
England and South Africa. The family came to Perth in 1963 and it was then that he
built the first real Soon, a beautiful little Van de Stadt Juno which was keenly raced 
by the family at RPYC. Then came a Cherub for daughter Jan and a Pelican for son
Mike. The Sabin family had an extensive involvement in the Dinghy Division with 
Mike taking on the role of Captain Dinghy. Jan and her husband Rob Dunstan 
sailed a Cherub, an Endeavour, a Cole 26 and an S28. Eric built a Mirror for his 
grandsons to sail and Phil and Ben Dunstan went on to win the Australian Mirror 
Junior title. Later, the family all returned to dinghy sailing and joined the Laser fleet. 

The third Soon was the Endeavour 24, R26 which, under the name 'England 
Expects', is still sailed at RPYC. She was followed by the fourth Soon, the SS 34, 
launched at RPYC in 1977 and raced there until, to give easier access to the ocean
for cruising, she was moved to the new marina at Fremantle Sailing Club. Eric and 



Barbara spent many happy times anchored at Parker Point and were well known 
amongst the regular boaties at Rottnest. Soon was sold at the end of 2002 when
Barbara, who had always sailed with Eric, became too ill to sail.

When Barbara (a very gifted artist) lost her long battle with cancer, Eric decided to 
design and build Soon V, calling it an ‘Old Man’s Weekender’. It was built in his 
garage  and created much interest and involvement from family and friends! Its 
design was influenced by that of Sly Fox, A 13 metre broad beamed, composite 
built cruiser designed and built a few years earlier by son Mike and sailed round the
world with his wife and infant family. Having sailed and been impressed with Sly 
Fox, Eric emulated and adapted the significant features of her design. The story of 
the design and construction of Soon V was diaried in detail and is now a neatly 
bound book (another of Eric’s hobbies!). Soon V was launched at the end of 2008 
and he celebrated his 86th birthday aboard her at Rottnest two weeks later.    

Soon V was sold several years later when Eric decided that maybe he was getting 
a bit old for single handed sailing, but that has not stopped him joining his 
neighbour Tony Mills for the Wednesday races at RPYC where he helps crew 'Lady
Liza'.  At 92, Eric remains an inspiration to all of us who know him for his enjoyment
of sailing and the pleasure he has in 'messing about in boats'. The original model 
'Soon' remains in Eric’s home, a constant reminder of his adventures and 
adversities, and a truly extraordinary story.

Helen Baker
Club Race Officer
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